I Feel!: A Book of Emotions
by Juana Medina
JP Medina
Vibrant art and simple text combine to show young readers how to build emotional literacy, affirm their emotions, and improve communication skills.

Let's Go Puddling!
by Emma Perry
JP Perry
A group of children, along with their parents, gather together to stomp-stamp-stomp through the muddy puddles in front of their apartment building, ending the day by snuggling with the grown-ups on the couch as their soggy socks dry.

Ruffles and the New Green Thing
by David Melling
JP Melling
Ruffles refuses to try the new green food until his friend Ralph comes to play, happily giving the green thing a big bite, which encourages Ruffles to give it try.

Mister Kitty Is Lost!
by Greg Pizzoli
JP Pizzoli
This fun-filled interactive picture book invites young readers to find Mister Kitty—who’s gone missing somewhere within the pages—while exploring numbers and colors.

What Can You Do With a Rock?
by Pat Zietlow Miller
JP Miller
Creativity, imagination, and friendship reveal the many things one can do with a seemingly ordinary rock.

The Rice in the Pot Goes Round and Round
by Wendy Wan Long Shang
JP Shang
A multigenerational family meal depicts busy relatives who gather to prepare food, slurp noodles, press tofu, and tap chopsticks.

Chirp
by Mary Murphy
JP Murphy
In this ode to individuality and a celebration of the joy of sound, each bird wakes up to a new day and gives voice to its own song.

Bearplane!
by Deborah Underwood
JP Underwood
From the departure gate to the baggage claim, Bear Cub experiences their first time on a plane.
### Board Books

**Global Baby Playtime**  
by Maya Ajmera  
JT Ajmera  
Babies around the world play in many different ways, clapping, pointing, smiling, sharing, and learning about the world around them.

**Let's Go Camping**  
by Jill McDonald  
JT McDonald  
All about camping with colors, shapes, sizes, super-simple facts, and illustrations of tents, camper vans, gear, marshmallow roasts, and stargazing!

**I'm Still Up**  
by Antoinette Portis  
JT Portis  
Baby won’t go to sleep despite the sun being down and the moon being up!

**Give Me a Snickle!**  
by Alisha Sevigny  
JT Sevigny  
Accented by adorable photos of beaming babies, read fabricated words of affection. A tickle plus a snuggle makes a tuggle while a snickle and a higgle gets you a sniggle.

### Juvenile Picture Books

**The Rainbow Snail**  
by Karin Åkesson  
JP Åkesson  
Blue like the raindrops. Green like the soft grass. Yellow like the warm sun. This is the story of how the rainbow snail came to be.

**Bunnies in a Boat**  
by Philip Ardagh  
JP Ardagh  
Rollicking read-aloud, with colorful visual gags and zany details, follows a boatful of bunnies as they wreak hilarious havoc on the high seas.

**All That Is You**  
by Alyssa Satin Capucilli  
JP Capucilli  
An ode to the intergenerational bonds of love and joy shared between family and friends, featuring a diverse array of communities.

**Just the Way You Are**  
by Emma Dodd  
JP Dodd  
An adorable little tiger cub who learns the value of having someone who loves them for being their authentic self.

**The Very Best Hug**  
by Smriti Halls  
JP Halls  
Filled with silly snuggles and cute cuddles, this delightful picture book celebrates the power of hugs with the help of adorable animals.

**The Digger and the Duckling**  
by Joseph Kuefler  
JP Kuefler  
When a lost duckling waddles onto their jobsite, Digger and his friends learn how to do more than just scoop, hoist, and push. They learn to become a family.

**Armadillo Antics**  
by Bill Martin  
JP Martin  
Follow an adventurous armadillo through nighttime fun as dawn approaches.

**The Roar**  
by Eoin McLaughlin  
JP McLaughlin  
Having a bad day and way too mad for hugs, Tortoise learns how to manage anger with the help of Hedgehog, who takes the time to let the moment pass and acknowledge how Tortoise feels.